Leadership

Course Length:

Talking About Tough Issues
Enabling Safer, More Authentic Conversations

2 hours
Cost: $145

This course is key to enabling the development of skills and confidence in having
challenging, uncomfortable conversations before issues putting teamwork and
dynamics, interpersonal relationships, work quality, patient safety, innovation and
culture – among other aspects –at risk.
By the end of this course you will been having conversations grounded in
evidence, respect, value for other perspectives, and that support authenticity.
The course is based on an internationally acclaimed communication model that
goes by the acronym OBREAU, for Observation, Reasonableness, and Authenticity.
The three elements complement each other like the legs of a tripod, hence the
name OBREAU Tripod.
Course at a Glance
• Delivered online, enrol any time, and complete on your own schedule
• Fully Interactive: Includes reality-based scenarios, curated resources and high
quality, meaningful content that will keep you motivated to learn
• Includes five modules: Complete in as little as 2 hours total (in up to a
maximum of 3 months)
• Customized course options available for organization-wide professional
development
• Valuable for anyone, at any role level or experience
• Complementary to Engage Others capabilities of the LEADS in a Caring
Environment leadership framework

Contact CHA Learning for more information about group
pricing and customizing options

Enrol Today
Start Anytime
www.CHALearning.ca

CHA Learning is Canada’s only online healthcare learning provider
We empower professionals with knowledge, skills and
relationships to lead health system improvement. For
more than 65 years, our programs and courses have
helped tens of thousands of health professionals across
Canada be successful in their health leadership careers.
We are comitted to excellence in: Learning, Collaboration,
Innovation, Flexibilty, and Caring.

We deliver

 Online education
 Healthcare expertise
 Flexible programs
 Practical skills
 Leading practices
 Quality content
 Affordable solutions
 Canadian focus

The OBREAU Tripod is part of our Leadership Development programs. It enables
our leaders to have more successful, emotionally intelligent and empathetic
conversations with their employees and stakeholders, especially when it comes to
tough and messy issues.
- CHA Learning Alumni

The OBREAU Tripod model is taught in our clinical leadership programs. The
OBREAU process is highly effective for conducting difficult conversations and
practicing relational leadership in an environment of conflicting priorities, high
complexity, uncertainty, and constant change.
- CHA Learning Alumni

Contact Us
17 York Street, Suite 100
Ottawa, ON K1N 5S7
(613) 241-8005
1-855-236-0213 (toll-free)
chalearning@healthcarecan.ca

/CHALearning
@CHA_Learning

Enrol yourself or register a team. Contact us for
information on group and member rates.

